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Chapter 2591: Sacred Phoenix Reflection (5) 

Finally, an hour later, the cave started shaking again. 

Li Moying heaved a long sigh of relief, “Looks like Li’er has already successfully advanced…” 

The Profound Qi in the air slowly resumed back to its normal intensity. 

The reflection of the phoenix in mid-air was fading and shrinking… 

In the end, when the phoenix’s reflection was slightly over a meter tall, it suddenly flapped its wings and 

gave a whine towards the fly. Following that, it soared and dashed into the clouds! 

Seeing that, everyone’s expressions changed! 

“That’s bad! This phoenix is entirely congealed out of fire-attributed Profound Qi and it’s temperature is 

shockingly high but yet it charged into the ice mountain like this… Will there be a problem?” Liu Buyan 

spoke in horror. 

As though responding to his words, a clattering sound was heard coming from the cave’s roof and 

following those sounds, some shattered ice pieces dropped from the sky. 

“Oh no! The Profound Qi of that phoenix is actually so aggressive!” Bai Liufeng frowned and hurriedly 

said, “Guardian Yu, come with me to activate all the defensive arrays!” 

Cang Po Yu hurriedly responded, “Alright, I’ll go right now!” 

Both of them split up to activate all the arrays. 

A minute crack appeared on the top of the ice mountain. 

After the reflection of the phoenix touched the internal roof of the ice mountain, the energy slowly 

slipped out from that crack and became lighter and lighter. In the end, it disappeared totally… 

Bai Liufeng then heaved a sigh of relief as he deactivated all the arrays, “It should be fine now. I did not 

expect Lass Li to have such a powerful innate bloodline. She is just advancing to eighth stage realm and 

already created such a huge commotion…” 

He sighed and turned his head back, to discover that Li Moying had gone missing. 

“Where’s that stinky brat?” He asked with a frown. 

Cang Po Jun gave an amused reply, “Marquis Bai, Sovereign is worried about Grandmaster Huang and on 

seeing the completion of her advancement, he rushed in immediately to check on her!” 

Bai Liufeng’s lips twitched, “This stinky brat. He actually took the opportunity while I wasn’t paying 

attention, to abduct my daughter!” 

One should know that he used the excuse that Huang Yueli was going into advancement as a reason and 

finally managed to abduct her to his own courtyard. He hadn’t allowed that stinky brat to enter his 



doors for the past three days. But now, because of his slight negligence, Li Moying managed to find a 

chance to slip in. 

Bai Liufeng was not reconciled so he quickly rushed into the room as well. 

… 

Everyone in the cave assumed that the commotion caused by Huang Yueli’s advancement should have 

ended. 

However, they had not thought that when Huang Yueli had just gone into advancement, the Heaven and 

Earth Profound Qi that she drew had totally exceeded their imagination! 

All the Heaven and Earth Profound Qi within a ten-mile radius had been completely swept clean by her! 

Even those Sacred Phoenix Race’s practitioners in Snow Phoenix Palace had sensed this kind of unusual 

change. 

“Did you see that earlier? A Sacred Phoenix reflection suddenly manifested in mid-sky! That is the 

Sacred Phoenix Reflection! I’ve only read about this in the ancient records. When a heaven grade genius 

advanced, they would generate the Sacred Phoenix Reflection!” 

“That’s right, I saw it too! Moreover, the entire freezing zone’s Profound Qi had such a violent change. 

It’s obvious that someone was advancing!” 

“It must be a practitioner from our Sacred Phoenix Race? Do you know if anyone is preparing for 

advancement recently?” 

Everyone got together and started to talk about this. 

“What’s the matter? Why is it so noisy outside?” Lord Zhan who had been cultivating in the secret room 

suddenly heard the clamor coming from outside. 
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He got up impatiently and walked out. 

Lord Zhan had always been prestigious within the clan and when the original excited Sacred Phoenix 

Race’s practitioners saw him, all of them didn’t dare to say a word. 

“What’s going on?” Lord Zhan asked with a frown as he revealed hints of impatience. 

A bolder person finally stood up and reported, “Lord Zhan, someone sensed a vigorous chance in the 

Profound Qi within the Northern Ice Fields earlier. Immediately following that, a Sacred Phoenix 

Reflection appeared in mid-air. Although this Sacred Phoenix Reflection disappeared shortly after… our 

clan had not seen this miraculous sight for many years so everyone was a little excited and….” 

He tried his best to explain, deeply worried that Lord Zhan would fly into a rage because his cultivation 

was disrupted. 

However, Lord Zhan didn’t show any displeasure. Instead, he frowned and a thoughtful expression was 

seen on his face. 



“Sacred Phoenix Reflection? You’re saying… the real Sacred Phoenix Reflection? How is that possible? 

Where did this rumor come from?” 

That man hurriedly replied, “I don’t dare to hide the facts from Lord Zhan. All the guards on duty today 

saw it!” 

Lord Zhan had not expected there to be so many witnesses and his brows lifted uncontrollably, “Get 

them captain to come over!” 

Shortly after, a guard captain dressed in a maroon-colored long robe ran over and bowed respectfully to 

Lord Zhan. 

Lord Zhan waved his hand impatiently, “Enough, stop wasting time. Tell me what exactly did you see 

when you were on duty earlier. Don’t miss out on any details at all!” 

“Yes!” The guard captain hurriedly replied and swiftly told his story. 

“Reporting to milord, This Subordinate led my men to patrol various mechanisms and exit points today 

when suddenly, we felt the surrounding Heaven and Earth Profound Qi turning scarce within an 

instance. Moreover, there was a strong suction which made This Subordinate uncomfortable. This was 

evident that some powerful practitioner with strong innate talent was advancing nearby! This 

Subordinate thought that the Blood Moon Spell was short of a little more blood essence. If there really 

was a practitioner who dared to come into the freezing zone to advance, wouldn’t that benefit our 

Sacred Phoenix Race? So, This Subordinate….” 

The guard captain described the scenario in full detail. 

Lord Zhan started with an astounded expression but nearing the end, he began to turn composed. 

Lastly, he asked the guard captain a few more questions and a cold smile surfaced on his lips after that. 

“This is interesting. Any of our clansmen who wants to advance within Snow Phoenix Palace would first 

report to me. Moreover, there isn’t anyone outside executing their missions, who might be advancing 

recently. Who is this person who is undergoing advancement? He actually generated the long-lost 

Sacred Phoenix Reflection in Soaring Heavens Continent. He must be a peerless genius that our clan has 

in the past thousand years!” 

The other clansmen were naturally puzzled as they started to shake their heads, expressing their 

ignorance. 

Lord Zhan stared coldly at them, “This person is our clan’s first rated peerless genius and This Seat must 

find him then spend all our resources into nurturing him! Anyone of you saw which direction did the 

Sacred Phoenix ascend from?” 

Hearing that question, the guard captain had a dazed look on his face. 

“This… This Subordinate didn’t notice that. Back then when we saw the Sacred Phoenix Reflection, This 

Subordinate was simply too shocked and hadn’t been able to regain our senses. So…” 

Before he could finish his sentence, Lord Zhan had blasted out a burst of Profound Energy, sweeping him 

onto the ground. 



“Fool! Simply a bunch of fools! What use do I have for you?” 
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“Men, tell everyone that from today onwards, all our clansmen have to go on rotation. Other than those 

disciples on duty, all other people will have to search thoroughly! Search the entire freezing zone! We 

must find the hidden genius!” Lord Zhan said gloomily. 

No one dared to voice out any objections as they gave a monotonous answer and set off to execute 

their mission. 

However, Lord Zhan’s expression did not change for the better even when his subordinates were so 

cooperative. Instead, his face appeared colder by the second. 

“I’ve not expected Sacred Phoenix Race to actually have such a peerless genius! I barely meet the 

standard of an Earth grade genius but this person has actually reached Heaven grade! I’ve tried so hard 

and undergone so many difficulties before I finally found a way to break through the space barrier. I was 

hoping to achieve a one-time credit so that when I arrive at God Realm in the future, I will be able to 

obtain more cultivational resources among the clan’s descendants! But now…” 

“If such a Heaven grade genius really appeared in Soaring Heavens Continent’s branch, then no matter 

how much credits I achieve, there’s no way for me to win the other party! I will always become another 

person’s companion and only get to pick from those resources after he has selected his…” 

“No… I cannot allow this person to become my stumbling block! I must… get rid of him!” 

Lord Zhan cursed bitterly, as the glint beneath his eyes grew frigidly cold. 

… 

Ever since that day, Sacred Phoenix Race’s clansmen started to head out in batches, to search for that 

mysterious genius of their clan. 

Their actions were abnormal and that left Bai Liufeng and the others confounded. 

Originally, Cang Po Jun and the others would hide in the surroundings to check on Snow Phoenix 

Palace’s ascension situation every day, as well as to check on Sacred Phoenix Race’s movements. 

This mission wasn’t considered tough because they had roughly gotten a hang of the surrounding’s 

mechanisms and arrays. As long as they pay attention to route past the traps and patrolling 

practitioners, there wouldn’t be much danger. 

But they recently discovered that the number of disciples entering and leaving the palace was a little too 

much. 

Moreover, when these people left the palace, they would scatter around and launch an extensive carpet 

search. They seem to be searching for something. 

This actually made Cang Po Jun and the other’s investigation work became tougher. 

There were several times when their whereabouts almost got exposed. Helpless, they could only choose 

to hide in the cave and occasionally head out to take a look. 



But the fortunate thing was, Sage Yu Xu was indeed heaven ranked Array Master. His cave dwelling was 

so well-hidden then even if Sacred Phoenix Race sent out all their people and they had practically 

walked past this ice mountain, no one would be able to tell the abnormality here. 

Everyone knew that they weren’t able to do anything else so they quietened their heart and worked 

hard to raise their own cultivations. 

Huang Yueli’s progress was the fastest. 

Since she successfully advanced into eighth realm, she even managed to congeal the Sacred Phoenix 

Reflection. Her cultivation started soaring from that day onwards! 

She had just advanced into the eighth stage realm for a week or more, she advanced another level again 

to reach the eighth stage realm second level! Moreover, she was speeding up towards the third level. 

This day in the dark night, Liu Buyan had just finished reading his medical book and was about to go to 

bed. 

Suddenly, there was a knock on his door. 

“It’s so late already, who’s that outside?” 

“Senior Brother, it’s me…” Huang Yueli’s sweet voice was heard coming from the outside of the door. 

Liu Buyan was startled and he leaped up from bed and grabbed an outer robe before he dashed over to 

open the door. 

“Junior Sister, why are you here? Did something happen?” 
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Huang Yueli’s figure appeared outside his door and her face appeared rather pale. 

This made Liu Buyan anxious, “Junior Sister?” 

It was late in the night and she usually would never come to look for him at this kind of timing. 

They were alone in a room together and that usually made other people think of it as misappropriate 

behavior. Moreover, Huang Yueli had a super jealous husband so in order to avoid unnecessary 

squabbles, she had always been very mindful of such matters. 

So, Liu Buyan’s first reaction was that something must have happened! 

However, Huang Yueli merely lifted her eyes to take a glance at him and she spoke out softly, “Senior 

Brother, there’s something that I want to ask you.” 

Liu Buyan jolted, “Something to ask me? What’s that?” 

Huang Yueli lowered her voice and said, “It’s a long story. Let’s go in and talk.” 

“Alright Junior Sister, come on in…” Liu Buyan subconsciously turned sideways to let Huang Yueli into his 

room. At the same time, his heart started to pound wildly. 



Many years ago, if Huang Yueli were to walk into his room, it would absolutely make him so excited that 

he would faint. 

But now, although his feelings for her had faded by quite a bit, he was still unable to reject any of Huang 

Yueli’s requests. 

Huang Yueli didn’t notice his mood and directly sat on a chair in the corner. She put her elbows on the 

armrest and propped her little chin up. Her face was filled with an indecisive expression. 

When Liu Buyan saw her acting like this, he was filled with puzzlement as he guessed her intention while 

taking a pot of tea over. 

“Junior Sister, have some tea.” He placed the cup into Huang Yueli’s hands. 

She took the cup and murmured thanks. Her long lashes fluttered and her gaze stopped at the teacup in 

her hand. She didn’t say a word, seemingly pondering over something. 

Liu Buyan didn’t interrupt her as he sat opposite her, quietly waiting for her to respond. 

Huang Yueli thought for a while before she made a decision and said, “Senior Brother, I… I came over to 

look for you because… I really can’t find anyone else who can help me! I think you are the only one who 

can help me think of an idea for this matter…” 

Liu Buyan looked at her in surprise, “Something that only I can help you with? How about Li Moying? 

Why didn’t you ask him for help?” 

Huang Yueli replied, “Because this matter is related to him!” 

Liu Buyan was stunned but he slammed the table immediately after that. “What’s up with him? Has he 

done something to let you down? Junior Sister, don’t worry. Senior Brother will help you deal with him!” 

Saying that he was about to stand up. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly stopped him, “Wait Senior Brother, don’t be so agitated! Things are not like what 

you thought. It’s… it’s….” 

She frowned and took a deep breath as she burst out, “It’s like this. Ten days ago when I was advancing 

in the cave, back then I sensed the influence of Sacred Phoenix Race’s bloodline in my body. My dantian 

and sea of qi seemed to have formed into a huge vortex that was rapidly absorbing the outer world’s 

Profound Qi. Moreover, after these Profound Qi entered my meridians, it began to swiftly flow around, 

charging to my crown…” 

Huang Yueli slowly told her story and the puzzled look on Liu Buyan’s face grew deeper. 

Back then when she was going into advancement, everyone saw the grand occasion when she was 

rapidly absorbing the Heaven and Earth Profound Qi. All of them were deeply shocked. 

However, many days had passed so why did she mention this now? 

Huang Yueli continued on with her story, “My brain had been impacted with such a huge amount of 

energy and for an instance, I seem to have gone onto a void world of nothingness.” 
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“At the beginning, I was slightly terrified because this feeling was simply too unfamiliar! Other than the 

continuous flow of the Profound Energy in my meridians, I lost all other senses. Everything in the 

surrounding seemed to have disappeared. I couldn’t hear, couldn’t see, couldn’t smell, and couldn’t feel 

anything…” 

“I don’t know how long this condition went on for. Suddenly, a spark of light appeared in front of my 

eyes and I faintly heard Moying’s voice. I felt a sense of joy, assuming that I had already recovered my 

senses and returned to the actual world. I was just about to talk to Moying… when I heard something 

then…. I heard Senior Brother’s voice!” 

Huang Yueli lifted her head suddenly and looked at Liu Buyan with a befuddled and anxious look in her 

eyes. 

Liu Buyan’s heart jumped. He seemed to have sensed something so he held his breath and asked softly, 

“Me? Why would you suddenly think of me? … What did I say?” 

Huang Yueli continued, “I heard you say, ‘Mu Chengying, you’ve gone mad! You’ve really gone mad! 

Dead people can’t come back to life and no matter how terrible you feel, how much pain you are in, you 

must accept this! This is the laws of heaven and earth so no one can escape from life and death!’” 

Liu Buyan’s expression changed abruptly as he quivered. The cup in his hand dropped on the floor and 

broke into smithereens. 

But he seemed as though he didn’t detect anything as he gazed blankly at Huang Yueli. 

Huang Yueli’s voice was empty and calm. Yet it seemed to carry tremendous pressure as it rang slowly 

beside his ear. 

“Later on, Chengying said, ‘You don’t need to care about this! Since the ancient manual had recorded 

this, then someone must have succeeded previously! As long as there is a sliver of hope, I have to give it 

a try!’” 

“You were very angry then and tried to persuade him, ‘Do you know what you are doing? That isn’t 

some ordinary secret skill but the art of split soul! Once it is executed, there is no path of return for you. 

You will be turned into ashes by the heavenly thunder and if the execution method fails, you will 

experience the same thing as Yueli. Your soul and spirit will be scattered and dispersed, and you will 

never be able to reincarnate! Moreover, there isn’t a single ancient record that states a successful 

example of the art of split soul! You will definitely end up in a more miserable state than death!’” 

“Mu Chengying said, ‘No matter. Even if I fail, my soul and spirit will just be scattered and dispersed. I 

also want to know what kind of pain Li’er experienced when she died… to be able to accompany her 

having my soul dispersed in the same Heavens and Earth, it’s considered as a good thing too.’” 

“Although I couldn’t move back then, just hearing your conversation already made me terrified. My 

brain practically stopped and I couldn’t understand what you two meant by that. But instinct told me 

that what Moying was about to do was very dangerous. I wanted to jump up and stop him from doing 

such a silly thing, but I wasn’t able to move at all…” 



Huang Yueli stopped when she reached this point. Her lips were quivering and she tried to squeeze a 

smile but she wasn’t able to do so at all. 

Even her eyes were brimming with tears. 

“Junior… Junior Sister….” Liu Buyan hurriedly got up and walked to her side as he wanted to explain. 

But Huang Yueli lifted her palm and stopped him. 

“Senior Brother, let me finish my story first.” 

She secretly wiped away a few tears and pacified her emotions before continuing, “At this moment, my 

eyes suddenly appeared some light and I seemed to have turned into Mu Chengying. Through his eyes, I 

saw Levitation Sword Palace in the dark night.” 
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“Mu Chengying slowly ascended the stairs of the tall tower used for offering sacrifices. You, Guardian 

Jun, and the others were chasing behind him, trying to stop him but all of you were sent flying out of 

there.” 

“Later on, Mu Chengying stood on the altar with a peaceful-looking face. His hand was holding on to the 

Veracious Warrior Sword and pointed the tip to the sky as he chanted a mantra…” 

“I wanted to hear badly what he was chanting but those mantras were too lengthy and he was chanting 

way too fast. My consciousness was still blurred so not to mention memorizing it, I found it hard to even 

hear him clearly. Until the end, a bolt of heavenly lightning came crashing down from the sky and landed 

on the huge array above Levitation Sword Palace’s Thousand Sword Array, then it struck directly onto 

Veracious Warrior Sword’s tip!” 

“That heavenly thunder was menacing and the power was astounding. It was like a divine power that 

only Heavens could possess, had landed into our mortal world.” 

“I was scared stiff and tried my best to open my mouth to speak. I wanted to ask Chengying to escape 

quickly… but, later on, I couldn’t do anything about it. The lightning flashed past my eyes and I instantly 

lost consciousness. When I regained my consciousness again, I had already absorbed a great amount of 

Profound Energy and my advancement had already entered the last stage…” 

Huang Yueli showed a sad face and she stopped for a moment, seemingly trying to control her 

breathing. 

After a short moment later, she continued, “Anyway, back then my conscious still wasn’t fully awake. 

Although I could still faintly recall the images in my mind after my advancement, somehow it didn’t feel 

genuine. It was like I had a nightmare. Later on, whoever knows that from that day onwards, I started 

dreaming of the same thing every single night! There was one night when I woke Li Moying up, and he 

kept asking me what happened!” 

Liu Buyan was suddenly enlightened when he heard that, “No wonder after your advancement, you 

didn’t shift back to stay with Li Moying. Instead, you had been in closed door cultivation in Marquis Bai’s 

courtyard. I thought that you were really trying to lift your ability and you couldn’t even bother about 

your husband. So… you were afraid of him discovering your secret!” 



Huang Yueli nodded, “That’s right. After I had the nightmare, I tried probing Moying several times. I was 

hoping to find out what he did after my self-explosion back then. But every single time, he would divert 

this topic away… But my dream kept repeating itself. Even the fine details like the clothes that you guys 

were wearing could be seen clearly. But every single time when I dreamt of the instance when the 

heavenly thunder struck, I would be awoken from shock!” 

Saying that she lifted her head and looked at Liu Buyan with a determined and resolute tone. 

“Senior Brother, I know something must have happened since I’ve dreamt of this! Am I right? Moreover, 

the dream revealed your existence so you must be present back then! What happened exactly? Please 

tell me!” 

Liu Buyan wasn’t like Li Moying. His character had been relatively gentle and when he faced Huang Yueli, 

he was always on the weaker end. 

Basically, as long as it was something that Huang Yueli wanted, he wouldn’t be able to reject her at all. 

Huang Yueli was rather confident this time. She thought that she had already come over to ask in 

person, so Liu Buyan definitely would tell her the truth. 

However, Liu Buyan stayed silent for a moment. Then he resolutely shook his head, “No way, I cannot 

tell you!” 

Huang Yueli’s brows creased as she asked in disbelief, “Why?” 

It wasn’t that he didn’t know, but he couldn’t tell! 

The difference between these two words seemed the same, but the content that was conveyed made a 

great deal of difference. 
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Huang Yueli immediately understood what had happened. Her dream was indeed real! 

She instantly asked relentlessly, “Why can’t you tell? I’m your Junior Sister, why do you have to hide it 

from me?” 

Liu Buyan took a look at her and sighed while he spoke, “Because I have once promised Li Moying that I 

will absolutely not tell you about this matter…” 

When she heard that, her eyes popped out from anger and she couldn’t wish more than to run back 

now and whisk Li Moying up for a beating! 

She had not expected that not only was this man tight-lipped, but he was also able to make other 

people keep his secret for him. Cang Po Jun and the others refused to divulge this because they were his 

subordinates after all. They didn’t dare to defy Li Moying’s orders but Li Moying was actually able to 

handle Liu Buyan as well. This was out of her expectations. 

Huang Yueli pouted and asked again, “Then… then you tell me, what is the art of Split Soul?” 

Liu Buyan muttered, “You actually even know what is the art of Split Soul? The art of Split Soul is a secret 

art recorded in the ancient records…” 



Huang Yueli stared at him as she waited for him to continue. 

Whoever knew, when Liu Buyan spoke to this point, he suddenly shut his mouth as though he had 

finished explaining. 

Huang Yueli was exasperated, “What else? What cabala is this exactly? Why is it that after you guys 

heard about it, all of you feel so shocked?” 

“This…” Liu Buyan shook his head, “I can’t talk about this!” 

Huang Yueli almost couldn’t breathe! 

All of them, were they intentionally going against her? 

She wanted to pound the table but after thinking through this, she controlled her temper and 

downplayed herself as she put on a pitiful look, “Senior Brother, whose side are you on? I am your 

closest Junior Sister, isn’t it? Aren’t you on bad terms with Moying? Why do you bother keeping the 

secret for him? Tell me!” 

She blinked her watery big eyes and put on a pure and innocent expression as her long lashes fluttered. 

She appeared exceptionally weak and sweet. 

Liu Buyan swallowed his saliva and his heart skipped a beat. He almost let slip of the truth. 

But when he thought of Li Moying’s cold and composed face when he dropped by for an examination, 

he swallowed the words back into his stomach. 

Although their relationship wasn’t the same as in the past, in the times that they spent together in this 

lifetime, their rapport seemed to have slowly returned. 

Li Moying had gone a great deal for Huang Yueli and Liu Buyan knew of his sacrifices. He was even a little 

regretful for his impulsiveness back then. 

Out of a kind of compensation mentality, he didn’t want to expose Li Moying’s white lies. 

“Junior Sister…” Liu Buyan sighed, “It’s not that I don’t wish to tell you but I have my principles as well. I 

don’t want to be a person who can’t keep my word. Trust me, Moying must have his reasons for not 

telling you the truth. It’s impossible for him to harm you!” 

Huang Yueli swept a glance at him, “Of course I know he wouldn’t possibly harm me, but he might 

possibly harm himself!” 

When Liu Buyan heard what she said, he was instantly shocked by the level of connectivity they shared. 

Huang Yueli’s casual sentence had exposed the dark secret that Li Moying had been hiding. 

“Anyway, this matter…” Liu Buyan coughed as he thought of ways to reject her. 

However, Huang Yueli interrupted him directly, “Senior Brother, if you’re not willing to tell me, then I 

will not leave tonight!” 

“What did you say??” Liu Buyan’s expression took an abrupt change! 
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“You… don’t even think of scheming me!” He could barely speak properly. 

Although the both of them could never have done anything over the line. 

But if she walked out of his room early next morning under everyone’s burning gazed, that number one 

vinegar pot would definitely fly into an instant rage! 

Moreover, even Bai Liufeng who loved his daughter dearly might chop him up into pieces! 

He couldn’t afford to offend any single one of them! 

Huang Yueli knew he was scared and she had even lesser restraining fear, “How can this be called 

scheming you? I came over to look for Senior Brother just to ask some questions. I had the intention to 

leave after I’ve got my questions answered. Whoever knows that Senior Brother refuses to tell me, so I 

had to keep asking and asking. So in the end, I can only spend the night over at your place!” 

Although it was indeed the truth, for those who didn’t know the truth, it would reflect the effect of 

ambiguity. 

If Bai Liufeng or Li Moying were to hear of this, Liu Buyan wouldn’t be able to wash his name clean even 

if he jumped into the Yellow River 

He almost cried out when he heard her threat, “Junior Sister, please show me mercy! Don’t fool me in 

this way!” 

Huang Yueli leaned against the chair as she tapped her fingers on the table. 

This action was Li Moying’s star move when he was pondering and Huang Yueli managed to copy this 

perfectly. 

“I don’t wish to make things difficult for Senior Brother. But Senior Brother doesn’t care about our 

Senior and Junior sibling relationship. You aren’t willing to tell me about this small thing!” 

Liu Buyan wanted to plead with her to leave his room. But unfortunately, she was unmoved. 

Liu Buyan’s cultivation was much higher than hers, but every single time he wanted to use his power to 

drag her out, Huang Yueli would put up with a look as though she was going to shout out to awaken 

everyone. That made Liu Buyan turn into a coward as he cowered in a corner shakingly. 

One hour had passed and Huang Yueli was still seated inside his room. 

Liu Buyan finally gave up struggling and he clenched his teeth hard. “You really want to know what Mu 

Chengying did after your death that year? You will not regret it?” 

Huang Yueli’s gaze deepened but her tone remained resolute, “I will not regret it!” 

He nodded his head and said, “Alright then! I can’t personally tell you what happened then, but if you 

recall this on your own, it has nothing to do with me!” 

“I recalled this on my own? What do you mean? I can’t recall anything about it, that’s why I came to look 

for you.” She said puzzledly as her brows creased together. 



Liu Buyan explained, “No, from the way you described those fine details, you have actually recalled 

everything. But as the memory was just too terrifying, it made you forgot part of it subconsciously. 

These memories are very hard to recollect on your own, but if we use a little bit of medication to help 

you, you will still be able to recall everything.” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s eyes lit up. “So it’s like this! Senior Brother, you’re indeed the Continent’s 

Number One Divine Doctor and you’re so knowledgeable! I bet you have this medication at your side, 

right? Quickly give it to me!” 

Liu Buyan hesitated for a moment but proceeded to take a medication bottle out from his realm ring. 

“This is an eighth level Soul Scattering Pill. It is essentially an extremely malicious poison and taking this 

on a long-term basis would weaken a practitioner’s primordial spirit. Not only would it lead to a 

decrease of one’s cultivation, it is also capable of making one’s senses disorientated.” 
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“Poison?” Huang Yueli’s brows rose when she heard that, “Although it’s poison, it can help me recover 

my memories?” 

Liu Buyan nodded his head and said, “That’s right. You’re unable to remember the happenings back then 

because your self-consciousness is too strong now. If you take this Soul Scattering Pill, your primordial 

spirit will be weakened and those memories that you have forcefully suppressed will slowly surface. 

But…” 

He paused for a moment and continued, “But, Senior Brother wants to remind you that although this 

Soul Scattering Pill is a kind of poison, but even if you’re only eating one pill, it will still cause some 

damages to your primordial spirit. It’s best not to take it. Actually, you and Li Moying are already 

married and his Soul Detachment Illness have already been treated. There’s really no point for you to go 

pursue after what happened back then….” 

Liu Buyan kept nagging as he attempted to dismiss Huang Yueli’s thoughts. 

However, Huang Yueli didn’t say a word but immediately grabbed the Soul Scattering Pill from his hand 

and stuffed it into her mouth. Then she swallowed it with some tea. 

Liu Buyan silently sighed and shook his head when he saw what she did. 

Looked like some secret was destined to be uncovered… 

Actually, it might not necessarily be a bad thing for Huang Yueli to know of these. 

He had never approved of Li Moying’s way of doing things. 

Huang Yueli wasn’t an ordinary lady and she had her own ideas and awareness. Li Moying only wanted 

to protect her but she might not appreciate it! She would probably prefer to fight alongside Li Moying, 

to resolve all the difficulties in front of them! 

Thinking of this, Liu Buyan’s last sliver of hesitation disappeared. 



He looked at Huang Yueli and said softly, “Junior Sister, do you want to go lie down on the chaise 

lounge? Later when the effect of the Soul Scattering Pill starts, you will feel dizzy and there’s no way to 

control your body and consciousness. Lastly, you might even lose all your senses….” 

Soul Scattering Pill was an eighth level top-quality pill. The effects were very strong and just as Liu Buyan 

was saying that, Huang Yueli already started to feel dizzy. Beads of perspiration started to form on her 

forehead and her chest felt tight. She almost threw up. 

Hearing that, she hurriedly walked towards the chaise lounge on her right-hand side, behind the screen. 

But she almost fell onto the floor. 

Luckily, Liu Buyan held onto her and that was how she managed to lie down in one piece. 

She practically shut her eyes immediately when she laid down as she felt her senses slowly becoming 

blurred…. 

Her body seemed to become lighter and lastly, she felt as though she was floating as she went past the 

dark scenes and landed on Levitation Sword Palace’s stairs. 

“This Subordinate pays my respect to Sovereign!” Cang Po Yu’s voice was heard from a short distance 

away. 

Huang Yueli’s eyes laid on him and saw Cang Po Yu kneeling down. His head was lowered and that pair 

of good-looking eyes looked much younger than now. It seemed to be… the same as seventeen years 

ago. 

Huang Yueli knew that she had successfully entered that sealed memories of hers, and she couldn’t help 

but feel a tinge of joy. 

Immediately following that, she heard another voice. 

“The item that This Sovereign asked you to find, have you found it yet?” 

When she heard that, Huang Yueli was honestly shocked! 

This was My Chengying’s voice, but to her, it was extremely familiar and close to her heart. But… but this 

voice, actually came from her throat! 

What was going on? How did she suddenly… 

Could it be that she was now attached to Mu Chengying’s body? 

Chapter 2600: Split Soul! (8) 

Just as Huang Yueli was feeling tangled, Cang Po Yu spoke again. 

He first kowtowed and said softly, “This Subordinate is terrified. The ancient record that Sovereign 

wishes to find is indeed kept away in the Scripture Depository and This Subordinate has already found it, 

but…” 

“But what?” 



Huang Yueli felt “herself” frowning and a frustrating feeling gushed into her heart as she berated him 

icily. 

Cang Po Yu trembled with fear as he continued, “Sovereign, these ancient manuals records that… that is 

an intolerable demonic art! Those who use these demonic arts had all died horribly and there would be 

retribution in the future! Sovereign… Sovereign please don’t… don’t…” 

Li Moying sneered coldly, “Stop telling me this useless stuff! This Sovereign asked you to check on those 

ancient records and not for you to tell me these useless things! What right do you have to dabble into 

This Sovereign’s decision? Pass those things to me!” 

“But…” Cang Po Yu was still hesitant. 

Mu Chengying was originally very frustrated and by now, he had completely lost his patience. 

He flicked his right sleeve and a powerful Profound Energy swept towards Cang Po Yu! 

Cang Po Yu couldn’t and didn’t dare to evade so he was flung down the steps. The scripture which he 

had hidden also dropped onto the floor. 

Mu Chengying didn’t even bother to take a look at him as he walked down the stairs and picked up the 

scripture. 

He flipped through it gently and swiftly started reading. The scripture was full of ancient secret arts and 

through his eyes, Huang Yueli was dazzled. 

Finally, he stopped at a certain page and his hand suddenly shook. Later on, he stopped at that page as 

he stared deadly at it. 

Huang Yueli was started when she saw it because on the top right corner, the title was written – Art of 

Split Soul! 

She hurriedly continued reading— 

“The art of Split Soul was created by the Life Soul Realm’s Saint Iniquitous Shadow several thousands of 

years ago! This person’s cultivation was at Life Soul Realm and he helmed Triloka as he massacred 

countless souls. All the top exponents from God Realm joined hands to kill him, but they weren’t able to 

achieve anything. One day, Saint Iniquitous Shadow’s death was suddenly reported and it shocked all 

three realms! Everyone was guessing his death and discovered that Saint Iniquitous Shadow’s beloved 

wife was besieged by God Realm’s practitioners, resulting in her soul and spirit being scattered and 

dispersed. In order for Saint to save his wife, he bore with the heavenly thunder strikes every single day, 

tearing his soul, spirit, and primordial spirit in order to split a portion of his primordial spirit to share 

with his wife. Several decades had passed and there was a rumor that Saint and his wife appeared in 

Demon Realm, but the authenticity was unverified.” 

“A number of practitioners had used Saint Iniquitous Shadow’s art of Split Soul later on, but 

unfortunately, there had been no reports of a second person succeeding at it. This is a warning to all 

those people who are lucky to be alive. The fate for one’s life and death and one must follow Heaven 

and Earth’s laws! Souls and spirits of those which had been scattered and dispersed have no hope so do 

not defy heaven’s will, in case you mislead others and yourself…” 



Huang Yueli read swiftly and she only took a blink of an eye to read this. 

However, her heart was like surging waves hitting on the shores that made her unable to recover her 

breathing momentarily. 

So, Mu Chengying had used the art of Split Soul, in order to save her back then! 

Actually, ever since the last time when Lord Zhan exposed their identities, Huang Yueli had been 

deducing over what happened back then. But when the truth was displayed out so clearly in front of her, 

it still left her reeling in shock! 

Even the scripture also warned the later generations to “not defy heaven’s will”! 

There wasn’t even anyone who had succeeded in using this secret art previously! 

But Mu Chengying obstinately clung on to his own decision, choosing to save her using this method! 

 


